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Vienna, June 25th 2014 

 

Press release on behalf of pink zebra theatre 

 

 
peter fuxx || fuchs „DIRECT MARKETING“ present 

a pink zebra theatre production 

 

 

 

high elements dub plates set & guests 

A Dance, Reggae & Dub Performance in “Vienna’s smallest theatre venue”  

 

by and with: 

Cecilia Bengolea (ARG), François Chaignaud (F), Ana Pi (BRA) 

& The dubplates DJ Team HIGH ELEMENTS (La Réunion): 
 

 

WHEN: Saturday, July 19th, 2014, 11:30 pm 

WHERE: co space><, Gumpendorfer Straße 68, 1060 Wien 

 

 

kindly supported by ImPulsTanz  
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high elements dub plates set & guests 

 

Their fancy, gender-gaps and gender-discourses thwarting, excessively physical performances are 

considered the dernier cri among the post-dance-scene and guarantee sold-out venues around the 

globe. The Argentinian-French duo Cecilia Bengolea und François Chaignaud performed their 

gaudy TWERK-Excess at ImPulsTanz 2013, in 2014 they will showcase their new production DUB 

LOVE. On Friday, July 18th and Sunday, July 20th Bengolea and Chaignaud will set on fire Halle G at 

the Viennese Museum Quarter with their potpourri of Dub, Reggae, ponte dance and punk-attitude. 

Together with congenial dancer Ana Pi (BRA) and the La Réunion based dubplates DJ Team HIGH 

ELEMENTS. 

 

So, if Cecilia Bengolea and François Chaignaud are in Vienna anyhow, a day without them performing 

would be a waste of time. These were the thoughts of Peter Fuchs, owner of the Vienna-based 

outdoor advertising company “DIRECT MARKETING” and founder of Viennese pink zebra theatre. 

He invited Bengolea and Chaignaud for Saturday, July 19th, to perform at Vienna’s smallest theatre 

venue, the “co space><“ in Gumpendorfer Straße (6th district). 

 

Together with Ana Pi and the HIGH ELEMENTS DJ-Team Cecilia Bengolea und François Chaignaud 

will be rocking “co space><“ and the public area around during a late-night hybrid of concert and 

performance. The intensification of DUB LOVE towards a club-format promises a hot, loud and 

fancy summer-night under the banner of Dub and Reggae. Free admission! 

 

 

ImPulsTanz on DUB LOVE 

 

After their captivating success with TWERK, Cecilia Bengolea and François Chaignaud say “yes to 

another excess” once again. In Dub Love, a collaboration with dancer Ana Pi, they examine the 

congenial connection between ethereally floating pointe dance that seems to aim towards the sky and 

the deep and thoroughly pacifist vibes of all Jamaican inspired dub sound derivatives. Live on stage: 

the dubplates DJ team HIGH ELEMENTS from La Réunion. In the process, hybrid choreographies 

emerge that go beyond the rules of ballet – inspired by candomblé and dancehall, punk moves and 

danse sur pointes. 

 

 

high elements dub plates set & guests – facts & figures 

 

Presented by peter fuxx || fuchs DIRECT MARKETING 

 

By and with: Cecilia Bengolea, François Chaignaud, Ana Pi & DJ Team HIGH ELEMENTS 

 

WHEN: SAT, July 19th 2014, 11:30 pm 

WHERE: co space><, Gumpendorfer Straße 68, 1060 Wien 

 

Production: pink zebra theatre and Compagnie Vlovajob Pru.  

Leading team and organisation: Vanja Fuchs and peter fuxx || fuchs (www.pinkzebra.org) Gisela Elisa 

Heredia (www.tanzcoop.com).  

Stage/Light: Bert Schifferdecker / Realisation: Gerald Buchas 

 

kindly supported by ImPulsTanz 
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